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About This Game

In Flipped On your main objective is to complete each stage without destroying your vehicle. Your vehicle takes damage every
time you crash into world objects.

Each level is a new and exciting challenge starting from easy and getting harder as you go on. Jump over gaps in the road with
ramps. Crash into roadblocks to move them out of the way. Get flipped over by crazy hydraulic bollards and loads more.

Flipped On a simplified car obstacle course physics simulation game.

Take control of your car and go have a blast!
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Well-written story with tragic final. Recommend to read it!. The game is very long, which is exacerbated by the lack of save
mechanic which means you have to do the game in one swoop, however it really left the feeling that choices completely
mattered in the game and simple choices can move you down a wholly different path.

EDIT: I fixed the save game issue.. This game is very relaxing,. It seems bad but once you play it for a while it's good but if you
don't know how to play it properly to get the moneyz u will lose btw i think you should totally add it where the holding end of
the scissors doesn't cut as well and maybe more accurate size faces and less rude customers that don't sue me for 500$ because i
cut one bit off accidentaly, btw the fake door is the most op item ever.. One of the clicker with the lowest content...
It is even visible that the Developpers had no idea on what to do.
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A fun game until you have to use the jetpack. The horrible control mechanic of the jetpack takes all the fun away. You are
dying more often from fighting jetpack controls than by level design.. Very unintuitve and frustrating controls!. Another bad
joke on Steam.. i will say this about the game compared to coh2 it gets difficult to think of what to do mainly since alot hasnt
been invented yet cause really u have to rely on your inf and inf support weapons other than that i freaking love this game no
one has really touched ww1 but these guys an di honestly think they did a wonderful job i really catn wait to see what other
nations they add anyone that has played coh1 and 2 i highly recommend this game. recommended horror game, only two cons :
boss wave is very persistent during the escape phase and the storyline is kinda short . However the gameplay is good and thats all
the matters.. This game feels so clunky until you get a grasp of the physics. After that, this game feels fast and smooth. There is
so much potential here. Grinding for a better leaderboard spot is the best part about this game.. Well I was quite enjoying
playing the game until Steam decided to force me to reinstall it, probably because all Steam ever wants to do is update itself
unnecessarily meaning I lost every one of my saved games. Thanks a lot. I'm not happy! I recommend this game, but not via
Steam. Useless!!!!!. I always watched paint dry when I was kid, this is so nostalgic for me!!!. I freakin loved it. I absolutely love
the main character and his grumpy ways. I particularly love how he kills bugs. I thought it was really funny, although I am not
sure it was meant to be. It was way too short though. I recommend this game if you have a bit of a dark sense of humor and can
laugh at the ridiculous ways of strict old school catholics.
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